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Quad KT Wave

Green
Windsurfing
Board
_______________

Available At Your
Favorite Shop

Keith Teboul's signature Quad wave board. Hard core 
wave sailing has transformed, and the designs of Keith 
Teboul are a leading revolution. 

The Quad KT represents Keith’s personal preferences 
about what a true hardcore wave board should be. What 
has been a rarity is now the new standard. The all new 
Quad KT board designs move through the water like 
modern high performance surf boards with fast, full rail 
and tight radius turns. This positive rail set allows you to 
finish your turns completely and with speed in the most 
critical sections, resulting in fluid and fast lines through 
areas of the wave rarely visited before. 

The speed and confidence you feel riding the Quad KT will 
have you driving through turns on the way to hitting 
sections you wouldn’t have considered before. This is 
modern performance wave sailing at its leading edge. 

Wind Magazine’s (France)
Opinion
_______________

Magazine
Test Results

"La Quatro KT 76 nous a agreablement surpris par sa 
polyvalence. Si c’est celle qui a le meilleur compartement 
dans les grosses vagues et la meilleure accroche dans les 
gros virages, elle n’est pas exclusivement reservee au surf 
en conditions radicales. Son controle en fait une excellente 
planche de vent soutenu a fort.”

“CARVING
EN PER-

SPECTIVE”
WIND



Quad KT Wave

Red
Windsurfing
Board
_______________

Available At Your
Favorite Shop

Keith Teboul's signature Quad wave board. Hard core 
wave sailing has transformed, and the designs of Keith 
Teboul are a leading revolution. 

The Quad KT represents Keith’s personal preferences 
about what a true hardcore wave board should be. What 
has been a rarity is now the new standard. The all new 
Quad KT board designs move through the water like 
modern high performance surf boards with fast, full rail 
and tight radius turns. This positive rail set allows you to 
finish your turns completely and with speed in the most 
critical sections, resulting in fluid and fast lines through 
areas of the wave rarely visited before. 

The speed and confidence you feel riding the Quad KT will 
have you driving through turns on the way to hitting 
sections you wouldn’t have considered before. This is 
modern performance wave sailing at its leading edge. 
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Wind Magazine’s (France)
Opinion
_______________

Magazine
Test Results

"La Quatro KT 76 nous a agreablement surpris par sa 
polyvalence. Si c’est celle qui a le meilleur compartement 
dans les grosses vagues et la meilleure accroche dans les 
gros virages, elle n’est pas exclusivement reservee au surf 
en conditions radicales. Son controle en fait une excellente 
planche de vent soutenu a fort.”

“CARVING
EN PER-

SPECTIVE”
WIND



Quad LS Wave

Gold & Blue



Quad LS Wave

Gold
Windsurfing
Board
_______________

Available At Your
Favorite Shop

Levi Siver's signature Quad wave board. Judged as 
today’s best wave board by both Windsurfing USA 
magazine and Boardseeker UK online magazine. The 
Quad LS represents Levi Siver’s dream of an ideal wave 
board for all conditions. Levi wanted a board that would 
plane very quickly and turn super tight with immense 
amounts of speed, control and grip. 

Considering the broad range of conditions he sails, Levi 
also wanted a board with excellent upwind capabilities. 
The Quad LS is the result of Levi’s incredible drive and 
passion for performance and innovation in windsurfing. 
This line of boards is designed for any type of wave 
conditions you may encounter around the globe. 

The Quad concept allows you to ride about five more liters 
than you normally would and this really opens up the low 
end range of the board, making it feel more loose and 
stable than a traditional lower volume board.
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Windsurfing Magazine’s
Opinion
_______________

Magazine
Test Results

"We had our suspicions that the Quatro Quad 85 would 
be a standout wave board. After all, this windsurf board’s 
pedigree includes a standout shaper (and ripping sailor) in 
Keith Teboul, Ho’okipa testing grounds, and a twin-with-
thrusters setup meant to offer the ultimate combination of 
speed, drive and looseness on the wave face. Bias aside, 
the Quatro was clearly the snappiest and loosest board on 
the wave face, impressing sailors with its top-to-bottom 
ride and ability to change direction in a snap.”

“WINNER
BEST WAVE

BOARD”
WINDSURFING



Quad LS Wave

Blue
Windsurfing
Board
_______________

Available At Your
Favorite Shop

Levi Siver's signature Quad wave board. Judged as 
today’s best wave board by both Windsurfing USA 
magazine and Boardseeker UK online magazine. The 
Quad LS represents Levi Siver’s dream of an ideal wave 
board for all conditions. Levi wanted a board that would 
plane very quickly and turn super tight with immense 
amounts of speed, control and grip. 

Considering the broad range of conditions he sails, Levi 
also wanted a board with excellent upwind capabilities. 
The Quad LS is the result of Levi’s incredible drive and 
passion for performance and innovation in windsurfing. 
This line of boards is designed for any type of wave 
conditions you may encounter around the globe. 

The Quad concept allows you to ride about five more liters 
than you normally would and this really opens up the low 
end range of the board, making it feel more loose and 
stable than a traditional lower volume board.
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Windsurfing Magazine’s
Opinion
_______________

Magazine
Test Results

"We had our suspicions that the Quatro Quad 85 would 
be a standout wave board. After all, this windsurf board’s 
pedigree includes a standout shaper (and ripping sailor) in 
Keith Teboul, Ho’okipa testing grounds, and a twin-with-
thrusters setup meant to offer the ultimate combination of 
speed, drive and looseness on the wave face. Bias aside, 
the Quatro was clearly the snappiest and loosest board on 
the wave face, impressing sailors with its top-to-bottom 
ride and ability to change direction in a snap.”

“WINNER
BEST WAVE

BOARD”
WINDSURFING



Twin Wave

Silver



Twin Wave

Silver
Windsurfing
Board
_______________

Available At Your
Favorite Shop

According to Boardseeker’s Wave board test, the Twin Fin 
is the best board for a mix of jumping, riding and tricks in 
cross on conditions. 

Ideal for all around wave sailing, the Twin again offers the 
perfect balance between early planing, speed, stability and 
the incredibly loose feeling that twin fin boards are all 
about. 

The Twin is designed to give you a quick and lively feel and 
also great low end performance in any type of wave 
conditions you may encounter around the globe.

Windsurfing Magazine’s
Opinion
_______________

Magazine
Test Results

"Ruled the roost when it came to loose - a full-on wave 
slasher. Great Drive down the line on the wave face and 
incredibly responsive on the top turn for most sailors”

“Best suits wave purists who have the skill to coax out all 
the potential this board has to offer.”

“Hightlights: New 10 mm dual density deck pads.”
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“RULED
THE

ROOST”
WINDSURFING



Single Wave

Silver



Single Wave

Silver
Windsurfing
Board
_______________

Available At Your
Favorite Shop

The Quatro Single is the ideal choice for sailors looking for 
the classic smooth and stable feel, quick acceleration, 
unlimited top end speed and adaptability that single fin 
boards provide. 

These boards are tunable for any type of wave condition 
around the world. The early planing and forgiving feel are 
the key concepts of this line of boards, giving you the 
comfort and control to feel at home anywhere you sail.
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Freestylewave
Silver



Freestylewave
Silver
Windsurfing
Board
_______________

Available At Your
Favorite Shop

The all new Freestylewave line is the perfect choice for 
sailors looking for top performance in freestyle, wave and 
freeride conditions. 

The Freestylewave line is equipped with the very latest 
shape concepts, making the boards faster and more fun 
to ride. A perfect blend of early planing, speed and 
maneuverability, these new boards can be adapted to a 
wide variety of conditions. 

They offer a smooth and comfortable ride that can feel like 
autopilot for cruising, but still respond to rider input with 
lightning speed.  
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Freeride
White



Freeride
White
Windsurfing
Board
_______________

Available At Your
Favorite Shop

The all new Freeride model offers speed and acceleration 
never experienced before in a Quatro board. This is the 
fastest board in our line. Early planing is achieved through 
a finely tuned, no compromise fast rocker and a smooth 
volume flow throughout the board. 

The breathtaking top end speed is the result of a tested 
and proven stance to mast track to fin geometry that 
allows the rider to comfortably pilot the board to the edges 
of the speed envelope. The board is so balanced it feels 
like it trims itself. The Quatro Freeride is very rewarding, 
whether you are racing your friends or just cruising.
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